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Self-defense training
Webinar on female adolescence issues
Webinar on female health issues
Webinar on female foeticide
Essay, poster and slogan writing competition

We have always endeavored to sensitize our students towards gender equality and bridge the gender gap
that has existed in our society since decades. In this regard, the school organized Mission Shakti – an
initiative undertaken by the Uttar Pradesh Government. The aim of this initiative was to inculcate self-
reliance, boost self-confidence and self-respect among young women as well as promote women safety in
the state.  

The following events were organized by the school: 

The entire program culminated with a prize distribution ceremony where the winners and all the
participants received certificates.



The 72nd Republic Day was celebrated with great zeal whilst following social distancing norms. The
celebrations began with unfurling of the National Flag, followed by the National Anthem & the National
Song. The day’s proceedings began with the Principal, Mrs. Promini Chopra’s motivational speech on how
each Indian has in himself or herself the capacity to achieve greatness. She cited examples of great Indian
personalities and urged the students to consciously transform themselves into their best version.

After the speech, there was a wonderful lineup of performances. There were speeches by students both in
Hindi and English. Manya Vats’ speech made the audience ponder over how they can contribute to nation
building whereas Tanya Kumar’s speech spoke about how even during Covid, India has emerged stronger.
Harsh Nath Jha’s invigorating self-composed poem on Indian Constitution left us all in awe.  Students,
along with teachers from the Music & Dance department too gave brilliant performances. The songs ‘we
can achieve’ and ‘desh se hai pyaar toh’ made the audience swell up with patriotic fervor. There was also a
yoga display by students.

The speeches were followed by a discussion of Class 12 students on ‘How has India grown during the
Pandemic’; while the last year has been tough for all, it was heartening to listen to the many positive
viewpoints of these young Indians.

On this Republic Day, the school wanted to acknowledge the efforts of all those students who have helped
it grow in the last year. Thus, in a small award ceremony, selected students were given certificates and
trophies for their contribution. The celebrations ended with a beautifully choreographed dance on patriotic
songs and a vote of thanks by the Principal. 

Video Link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cuE3MPdH_eg

R E P U B L I C  D A Y  C E L E B R A T I O N S
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After almost a year, the school opened its gates to welcome its pre-primary (Playgroup, LKG and UKG)
students and parents in a meet & greet. Observing all social distancing norms, the meet & greet was
hosted in the lush school field, under the beautiful morning sun. The sessions began with the Principal, 
 extending her warm welcome to the parents and students. Mrs. Chopra spoke to the parents at length
about the school ideology and the very pedagogy behind the pre-primary teaching. She then threw the
floor open for suggestions and addressed the many queries of parents. Parents were then asked to
proceed towards their specific seating areas for interaction with the class teachers. Teachers spoke to the
parent’s one on one and gave them a few tips on the children's physical and creative development. The
teachers also explained to the parents the art and science of story-telling. Goody bags to facilitate story-
telling were also given to the parents, with each kit containing flash cards, puzzles and story sequencing
cards. A separate play area with different toys, art & craft supplies and other Montessori materials was
set up. It was wonderful to see the children bonding with their teachers and friends and having a jolly
time together.
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P R E - P R I M A R Y  I N T E R A C T I O N



Design for Change
Design for Change is a global movement that aims to empower students to say “I CAN” and inspire
others by telling their own stories of change. The school submitted 22 projects for DFC 2019, out of
which two projects were shortlisted in the top 100, among a whopping number of entries.  

The first entry was under the topic 'Change within us'; students from Grade 9 chose to do their project
on the emotional issues faced by adolescents. The group decided to sensitize their friends and juniors
and encouraged them to ask for help when they need it the most. As a part of their solution,
meditation, silence time, introspection on one's own attitude and trying to find equanimity in all that
one does was promoted among the students. This entry was ranked 11. 

The second entry was under the topic 'Realizing the importance of Social Inclusion & Empowerment: At
the end of the game, the king and the pawn go back in the same box!' Under this topic, students
decided to work on social inclusion of children from Navsrijan. They came up with a number of
solutions such as conducting a football match by inter-mixing the players of Navsrijan and the
mainstream school, memory enhancement sessions, starting a library for Navsrijan students as well as
conducting a workshop for sensitizing teachers to promote social inclusion. This entry was included in
the top 100 best ideas. 

The Voices
In the Voices Online National Awards conducted in association with Lions Club International,  our
school was awarded for 'Exhibiting the spirit of continuing with formal education and achieving
creative excellence despite the challenges imposed by the Pandemic'.

Riya Mishra of Class 12 represented the school where she spoke of the many initiatives undertaken by
the school, including the student-led event Zele.

I N T E R - S C H O O L  E V E N T S
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Drama : Rastarang (Hindi elocution), Rhapsody (English elocution), Katha Kahani (Hindi story-
telling), Fablethon (English story-telling) and Unveil (English show & tell)

Creative – writing: Tinka Tinka Needh (Hindi poetry-writing), Wordsmith (English poetry – writing),
Tana Bana (Hindi story-writing) and Weaver (English story-writing)

Performing Arts: Antaragini (Hindi solo song), Liron (English solo song) and Dhanak (Indian dance)

Design Thinking: Creative Hive (product designing)

Information Technology: Tech Wings I(paint) and Tech Wings II(Microsoft powerpoint)

Seth M.R. Jaipuria’s Junior School Festival – Kaleidoscope was organized on a virtual platform from 3rd
February to 17th February 2021. The second edition of this cultural fest witnessed participation from more
than 20 schools across Lucknow, Barabanki, Kanpur and Hisar.
 
The fest was divided in five broad categories, with a number of sub-events in each:
·        

 

     

 

 

Eminent personalities from different fields and industries were called to judge the events. To ensure that
the judging is fair, each school was given a special code to be used for all their entries. 

The entire fest was culminated in an online closing ceremony where the veteran actor Mr. Anil Rastogi
graciously agreed to be the Chief Guest. The closing ceremony began with an Indian classical song
beautifully sung by Saanvi Saraswat of Grade 4. A cross-section of the entries was showcased with the
winning entries being announced live. 

The overall championship was awarded to Seth M.R. Jaipuria School, Gomtinagar - Lucknow with Sheiling
House School coming in at second place and City Montessori School, Rajendra Nagar - Lucknow coming
in at third place.

Complete results and video links: https://school.jaipuria.ac.in/2021/03/05/kaleidoscope/
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Every year, 28th of February is celebrated as National Science Day in memory of the great Indian
physicist and Nobel Laureate Sir C.V. Raman. At Jaipuria, we ensure that our students are not only aware
of the personalities whose contributions have helped shape this great Nation but also take a leaf out of
their life’s books. We organized a National Science Day event for Class 9 students. The event started with
the lighting of the lamp of wisdom by the Principal, Mrs. Promini Chopra and teachers of the science
department. This was then followed by a short introduction of Sir C.V. Raman and his contributions. 
 
There were different events planned to commemorate the day when Sir C. V. Raman received the Nobel
Prize. These were:
• Panel Discussion – Three teams of two participants each were selected to speak on a given topic and
interact with the audience on the same. Team Vikram spoke on Astronomy and Indian History whereas
Team Kalam spoke on the Space Projects of India and Team Chandrashekar spoke about the New
Projects in the Pipeline. 

• Turncoat – Participants were supposed to speak for as well as against a given topic. The topics given
were management of e –waste, space debris, artificial intelligence and ethical & non – ethical hacking.

• Role Play – Participants channeled eminent personalities from the field of science such as Ms. Sunita
Williams, Ms. Seema Chatterjee, Dr. Anandi Bai Joshi and Sir C. V. Raman.

• What if?– Participants were asked to choose a hypothetical situation and present their views on it. The
topics were: What if, time travel was possible? What if, invisibility can be achieved? What if, parallel
realities are true? What if, humans were two times more intelligent than now? What if, realistic
holograms were possible? What if, we could record everything as we see? What if, we use antimatter as
fuel?

• Science Rap – Participants seamlessly put science terminology together with rhythmic beats and came
up with the most informative and foot tapping rap numbers.

• Treasure Hunt
Students enjoyed a treasure hunt based on scientific clues. They deduced information and conducted
scientific experiments to solve the scientific mystery.

Video Link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ON-qBLotFIE

N A T I O N A L  S C I E N C E  D A Y
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At Jaipuria, creative - writing and story - telling are an integral part of our education philosophy. Thus, it
makes us immensely happy when our students are able to explore their creative side and accomplish their
goals. Aaditya Raj of Grade 8 has made the entire school proud by becoming a published author of a
non-fiction book, Alex Drake and friends. To honour this achievement, the school unveiled his book in
front of an audience comprising students, teachers and the administration staff. 

Speaking about his writing journey, Aaditya mentioned how he would at times get stuck at a particular
place and would face the 'writer's block'. The important thing though, as per him, is to keep believing in
oneself and move steadfastly towards one's goals.

Aaditya completed his book over a period of two years, often pausing to gain inspiration from his
everyday experiences. 

Video Link:  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CKWzpxIa4nw&ab
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H A L L  O F  F A M E

Lakshya Garg Ajeesha Srivastava

Won the 1st prize in the Master
Story-telling competition organized

by WizkidsCarnival.

Won the 1st prize for Best Idea for
his Edible Spoon in Ideathon 3.0
organized by IIT Naya Raipur. 

Riya Mishra
Grade 12

Won the 2nd prize in a slogan -
writing competition organized by
Nawab Wajid Ali Shah Zoological

Garden.

Lavanya Gupta
Grade 11

Won the 3rd prize for Hindi
Speech Competition on the topic
'Yuva hone ka arth' organized by

DPS Jankipuram. 

Upper KGGrade 5 
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Aishnai Singh Suhani Bansal

Won the 2nd prize (Hindi) in an
essay-writing competition organized

by IIPA, UP Regional Branch,
Lucknow.

Won the 1st prize (Hindi) in an
essay-writing competition

organized by IIPA, UP Regional
Branch, Lucknow.

Grade 12 Grade 9

Aditi Shukla

Won the 3rd prize (Hindi) in an
essay-writing competition

organized by by IIPA, UP Regional
Branch, Lucknow. 

Grade 12
Vidhi Awasthi

Won the 1st prize (English) in an
essay-writing competition

organized by by IIPA, UP Regional
Branch, Lucknow.  

Grade 12


